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Medals, medalets, unusual historical items
LIST #96
Hello to all‐‐‐‐‐
Summer seems to be arriving, though in some places it is taking its time. Soon, though, we
ought to have decent weather nearly everywhere in the USA.
I am still battling, and apparently shall continue to battle, my illness which is not curable. I
have, until I feel better (hope, hope) abandoned my trips to the UK‐‐‐just too much for me as it
stands. But, will keep on keeping on!!
This list contains a lot of really rare and nice things, I shall hope you enjoy it. There will, from
now on, be a few reruns of items that easily could have sold on the last few lists but did not,
nice things that are not easy to find. Along with that, new items, of course.
Auctions‐‐‐‐‐‐‐I hear nothing these days from Baldwin’s of St. James, but understand they are
to have a token auction in June, and another in the fall. They are basically continuing to sell
items gleaned from Baldwin’s basement, at least token wise, and I understand they have the
tokens on consignment from Baldwins. Baldwin’s itself marches on, they have some tokens for
sale, and a web site with a short list of them, but they are primarily (I understand) buying and
selling coins and attending fairs all over the UK, and they shall have a presence at the York
Coin Fair this summer, and many others as well.
DNW‐‐‐‐they just had a really nice but small auction, but very few 18th C tokens were in it,
highlights were a pair of Essex, Epping shillings, rather rare things, a Woodford farthing that
looked new, a pair of Mendoza halfpence with the boxing theme that brought good money,
and a Worcestershire, Leigh farthing (found to be from Worcs, it is in D&H as from Essex, as
#42), that is mentionable as it was at least 50% red, and very nice. Other than those there
were groups of middle grade tokens from various locations and a short run of 19th Century
tokens.
I understand that DNW is planning a sale for October that will be a special one. I do not have
the dates in hand now, but if Peter Preston Morley says it is to be a rather special token sale, I
believe him. For information it is DNW.co.uk for the web site.
After over 4 months without my e‐mail program, it is finally fixed and working. It is nice to be
able to save an e‐mail in a separate place, not just in a long line.
Have a wonderful summer, and though I am not travelling, will be doing so in spirit.
The list is below, please enjoy looking Bill

18th century provincial “Conder” tokens. PAGE TWO‐‐‐‐‐‐
BEDFORDSHIRE
3c
1794 Leighton Buzzard. Tad weak, but a nice AU+ $110
PUDDINGTON
5‐‐‐ REMOVED TO DEVONSHIRE, SEE BELOW.
BERKSHIRE
WINDSOR
1a
1795 Lists Scarce, today probably RR, and this example says it
Is special just by a glance. The reverse die gave way on these, the flaws on the reverse
carry over to the obverse, and the piece is known for a lot of problems. However, as
rare as these are, they are avidly sought anyway.
This piece fully UNC, bronzed, without the usual die buckle and cuds, except for a slight
buckle line in the tree on the obverse, the obverse is superb. The reverse has buckling
that does not affect the design and all words can be easily read. Obverse: Running Stag behind
tree. Reverse, Crown above, “Windsor Halfpenny Token1795” Where the buckling exists, in
the center of the reverse, the strike is weak on the lettering. Finding one this nice with a nearly
perfect obverse is rare indeed. A comparable piece was sold 26 years ago at $450. This piece
easily UNC, and really hard to improve. $1050.
CHESHIRE
MACCLESFIELD
3
1790 Penny, Chas, Roe//woman, mining tools. RARE‐‐‐A piece
by Westwood. These large pieces are in line for more problems than are halfpennies, but this
one has escaped that, beautiful surfaces, full luster, Bronzed UNC. Gemmy‐‐‐‐$850
DEVONSHIRE
PUDDINGTON
13 See Bedford 5)Bust W. Waller//Ship. Nice clean surfaces, no major
marks, but with the usual lack of detail in Waller’s Hair. Most of these are weak, as made, with
especially obverse detail being the weak location. A RR piece at best, and a major Devon
token, this grades EF with the known weakness, looks GF or better. $895.
W. UPCOTT
Davis 21. This is a twopence, dated 1801. It was unknown to D&H and
not included in that catalog. It was included in Davis’s 19th C volume. There were 36 originals
struck, and with cleaned up dies, another 36 later, but using the same dies. This is one of the
“restrikes”. When cleaning up the dies, a small ship on the obverse winds up slightly off the
water, otherwise it is amazingly nice, just one tiny mark in the field, the reverse also very nice,
no marks, but there is a fold cud at the rim in a couple places, and tooling is evident on the
Spurn lighthouse. The token has an amazing look, the Eddystone Lighthouse is on the obverse,
the Spurn lighthouse on the reverse, the condition of both sides beautiful. It is bronzed.
The originals and restrikes usually cost about the same, both are quite rare, I have a tendency
to price the originals a bit higher if the grade is even, these have sold for up to $1500, but I
have this one and can sell it for $950‐‐‐‐hard to upgrade this.
ESSEX
DUNMOW
11b 1795. Arms//Flitch of bacon. Luster, superb UNC $275.
HORNCHURCH
33
ND Bust Edward IV//Arms. These are fairly common, but not like
this, 100% red on both sides and all original. A GEM and really pretty, $295.
WOODFORD
39
1796 RARE‐‐‐Wheatsheaf, sickle, doves//Wheel and compass, etc,
A super strong strike on a good weight flan, lots of luster, traces original red, $795.

GLOUCESTERSHIRE
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GLOUCESTER
7
1797 Penny. St. John’s Church//Arms. Huge luster, Ch UNC $175.
GLOUCESTER
8
1797 Penny. White Friars’..Arms. Brown, nice luster UNC $165
GLOUCESTER
9
1797 Penny. The High Cross//Arms. Very ch. Bronzed UNC $195.
GLOUCESTER
10
1797 Penny. New County Gaol// Arms. Brown luster UNC $150.
GLOUCESTER
11
1797 Penny, St. Bartholemew’s Hospital. Nice, ch UNC $165.
BADMINTON
29
1796 (REMAINDER OF Gloucester are halfpennies)/ Bust George III/
Scales, 3 ½ LBS. Bronzed, AU++ $125.
BADMINTON
32
1796 A Ship//Duke of Beaufort, &c. AU for slight rough area, $77.
BADMINTON
33
1796 A Ship//A Plough. Very choice bronzed UNC $165.
NEWENT
64
1796. An Apple Tree//Legend in a spiral. Superb original luster, and
fully UNC, lots of these come close will admit, but this one is spot on UNC and choice. $195.
HAMPSHIRE
PORTSMOUTH
8
1798 Bust, Admiral Nelson//”in memory of action off the Nile”‐‐‐It is
not known how many of these pennies were struck, assume 15 possible, right now it is RR‐RRR
and deserves that listing. Very slight weakness in strike on Nelson’s cheek, and a tiny scratch in
front of his mouth. Other than that, the entire piece fault free, with nice original luster. A
really superb example of a very rare token, ‐‐‐in 25 years I have only handled three, this and
one other recently, the first 20 years ago. This is the best of those‐‐‐UNC, $1200.
PORTSMOUTH
65
1797 Neptune, chariot//Bust Jervis, &c. Tad rub, a nice AU $125.
PORTSEA
80
1796 St. George, Dragon//Ship. Spines on dragon, GVF, $55
S’HAMPTON
84
1790 Sir Bevois//Arms. A trial in attempt to gain a contract to strike
#89, eventually won by Boulton. This RR, and a choice bronzed UNC. $325
S’HAMPTON
86
1790 Sir Bevois//Arms. A rarer trial by Jacobs, with a quite different
idea of the bust, both this and the last have a Taylor, Moody edge. RR, Ch. Bronzed UNC $425.
NAVAL TOKEN
101 1794 Earl Howe//Ship. Usual softness but UNC $85
NAVAL TOKE N
102 1794 Earl Howe//Ship. Milled edge, some red, fully UNC $135.
HERTFORDSHIRE
STORTFORD
4
1795 Arms of Stortford//River, barges, ‐‐‐this was Boulton’s favorite
token, this one a few contact marks, so AU, bronzed, luster $145. A near GEM unc $250.
KENT
APPLEDORE
3
1794 Windmill//Lion, Lamb. NO marks, nice GVF $55.
BROOKLAND
5
1794 Kentish Horse in oval//Hanging fleece, cypher. The die crack
that affects the date on many, just starting here, all struck up, nice AU $115.
CANTERBURY
6
1794 View of Cathedral//Arms. Perfect surfaces, UNC $125.
DEPTFORD
13
1795 Kentish men meet Wm III/Royal George. AU+ $95.
HAWKHURST
20
1794 Wheat Sheaf, cypher/Horse in a shield. Choice super UNC $185
LAMBERHURST
34
1794 Man picking hops//Arms. Superb AU++++ $95.
LAMBERHURST
35
1794 Arms of Chichester//Arms of Canterbury. AU+ $55.
MAIDSTONE
37 1795 Arms of Maidstone//Padsole Mill. faded red UNC, flan chip $110
STAPLEHURST
40
1794 TS cypher, Arms (Stag’s head)//Kentish Horse. A token that is
very hard to find as a sharp UNC, nearly all are lesser graded, this sharp, Bronzed, UNC $155.

LANCASHIRE
LANCASTER
LANCASTER
LIVERPOOL
LIVERPOOL
MANCHESTER
ROCHDALE

PAGE FOUR
41
1794 John of Gaunt//Arms. Some luster, UNC just $75
50
(1791) John of Gaunt//Arms of Liverpool. RR AU for issue $145.
95
1792 Ship//Arms of Liverpool. EF+ $65.
120
nd Ship//Bust of Earl Howe. AU, sharp $65.
135e 1793 Porter carrying pack//Arms. Red in all devices, nice UNC $125.
143 1792 Man in Loom//Arms. R&B, Obverse choice, net EF $65.

MIDDLESEX PENNY TOKENS‐‐‐‐‐‐
KEMPSON’S
51 ND Christ’s Church Hospital//Arms of London. Tad red, ch UNC $185
KEMPSON’S
61 ND Middlesex Hospital//Arms of London. Brown, but with a good
deal of red in the devices, nice UNC $195.
KEMPSON’S
71
1797 Justice Standing//Blackfriar’s Bridge. R&B, nice surfaces, UNC
with very nice surfaces, the red is in the devices. $395
KEMPSON’S
73
1797 Aldgate//Justice Standing. R&B, pretty $295
KEMPSON’S
78
1797 Ludgate//Justice Standing. Lots of fading red and nice surfaces,
really a choice UNC $295.
LONDON & WESTMINSTER‐‐‐84. 1797 Trinity House//City Arms. RARE. This piece is virtually
as struck, very sharp UNC $450.
LONDON & WESTMINSTER‐‐‐93. ND Horse and Foot Guards//City Arms. VERY RARE. This
token, if held looking at the reverse, is perfect in every way Luster, full strike‐‐‐‐but if looking
at the obverse, we see a token that had a disastrous die failure. Clear in the very center, it
bevels down to the lettering virtually all the way around, and yet, nearly all of the building is
visible, even through the buckling, the words Horse and Foot guards readable, even though it
has die cracks and cuds in those letters, at the bottom of the obverse, the word Whitehall is
sharp and complete, none of the buckling and cracks reaching it.
I have seen a few of these, most do not have the look and charm of this token, and when first
viewing it was going to keep it, but decided that I should probably pass it on to someone
younger, So, here it is, really a charming piece and there cannot be many of them with the
large number of problems seen, ‐‐‐‐it even has plenty of obverse luster in the center‐‐‐‐and
what a better one would look like depends on the ‐person looking‐‐‐‐Super, UNC $950.
LONDON & WEST. 100 1797 Fishmonger’s Hall//City Arms. RARE, 1 scr, Bzd UNC $295
SKIDMORE
161
ND Smallpox Hospital, St. Pancras//Arms. Scarce to RARE, this is a
choice example, UNC, $475.
MISCELLANEOUS 169 1797 Banqueting House//Portcullis, Scales. Quite RARE, this with a
bit of red color, and a very sharp strike, nice buy $475.
NATIONAL
180 1789 Bust George III//Urn, Snake‐‐‐this is a super copper example
with great luster and surfaces, just a tad of rub so nets AU. These were made (note the date)
to celebrate the King’s “return to health from madness”. Soho Mint, just $175.
NATIONAL
221 1789 Bust Charles James Fox//Free and independent elector from
Westminster‐‐‐This piece in White metal, with lots of original flash, the devices have toned but
not the fields, and the piece is quite RARE. UNC, yours, for $375.

MIDDLESEX TOKENS
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( A THREEPENCE)‐‐‐‐
GOODMAN’S FIELDS
3
1760 A chained bear‐‐‐“Goodman’s Fields
Brewhouse”//Thomas Jordan & Co, Threepence. One of the true rarities of this series, with
the statement do not wait for an UNC example, being very true. This is the only one of these I
have been able to acquire, and for grade—for wear, GF, for look, VF++, no major marks or
damage, just wear, much of the lettering being GVF, the reverse fully readable though a bit
weak, in this case from wear. It is brass, the token made with a hole at the top and the chain
for the bear is threaded through the hole. On first glance I thought the piece to have choice
surfaces, and that it had probably been a pocket piece for a while. Overall a very nice looking
example, and RRR easily. Probably a long wait until the next one ‐‐‐‐‐‐Yours for $975.
MIDDLESEX HALFPENNY TOKENS
GUEST’S
308d 1795 Royal Arms//Boot, shoe and C. slight weaknesses, UNC $85
HALL’S
315c 1795 Deformed Dwarf//Hall’s. this a choice UNC $155.
HENDON
325 1794 A church//Bust David Garrick. Very nice, AU+ $65.
HESLOP’S
336b ND Man and a Monkey‐‐‐“Can you do this”//Heslop’s, &c. Man
asking the monkey if he can be a contortionist, like he is. This a Gemmy UNC $165.
KELLY’S
345c ND Man with a horse//Saddle, Spurs &c. Luster, nice UNC $125
MASONIC
369e 1790 Freemason’s arms//Cupid, masonic symbols. UNC, 1 spot $125.
MASONIC
370a 1794 Freemason’s Arms//Cupid, masonic full luster Ch UNC $155.
NEWGATE
393 1794 View of Newgate Prison//names of 3 prisioners. UNC $110.
RATLEY’S
465 1795 Tired Boy shows picture to buyer//Seashore scene‐‐‐aside from
a small mark in the obverse field perfect surfaces, A great lustrous UNC, RARE, $495
SCHOOLING’S
474 1795 Justice standing//Tea Kettle, stove. Red in devices AU $65.
SKIDMORE
480 1795 Men at forge//Register Stove, tad red, cpl mks so AU $110.
SKIDMORE
520 1796 Man in chains, padlock on lips//Knife, fork “Useles”. Rare like
this, 100% RED, on both sides, with no spots or marks, UNC of course, $500. Amazing!!
CHURCHES
544
ND St. Bartholemew the Less//Rev #1. Luster, Brown UNC $125
CHURCHES
567
ND St. James Clerkenwell//open book. Mostly RED UNC $165
CHURCHES
675a ND St. Thomas//PSco cypher. 100% red, both sides UNC $200.
SPENCE
678a 1794 Bust Spence//Britannia, liberty cap—two toned UNC $235
SPENCE
679 1794 Bust Spence//Caduceus. Red in all devices, luster UNC $295
SPENCE
726 1790 British Liberty displayed‐///Two Boxers‐‐‐“Fashionable
Amusement”—Brown, nice surfaces and strike, UNC, half the price of a Mendoza, $465.
SPENCE
742 1796 A coining press//a Highlander. Full luster, UNC, some red $375.
SPENCE
790b 1795 Heads of man and ass//Man in prison, gnawing a bone. No die
cracks on the reverse, from the original state of the dies. UNC, tad weak on high points so
selling as AU, $325
SPITTALS
902 1795 St. Paul’s Cathedral//Arms. Brown UNC $115.
NATIONAL
945a ND George & Charlotte//Ship. 10% red, tad weak but UNC $115.
NATIONAL
994 1797 The Duke of York//”A Member of the British Senate”—these
are RRR, this bronzed, a few minor flaws but easily AU+, this better than most, $650.
ROMAINE
1036 1795 Bust Romaine//family arms. Luster, full UNC $225.

MIDDLESEX FARTHINGS
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ORCHARD’S
1061 1803 Orchard, tea dealer &c//Turk standing, bales of tea, UNC $85
ORCHARD’S
1062 1803 Tea Warehouse//Grocer &c. Fading red, a super UNC $135.
SPENCE’S
1081 1794 Bust Spence//Pig, &c. Full Luster, super surfaces, UNC $165
SPENCE’S
1088 1794 Adam and Eve//Pig. Full luster UNC $155.
SPENCE’S
1117 1795 3 Thomas’s //A Pig. Super luster, UNC $145.
NORFOLK
BLOFIELD
6
1796 Yeoman on trotting horse//Weapons, musical instruments, &c,
brown, very sharply struck with full luster, nice piece $250.
NORWICH
24
ND A Bottle//Hope Standing. Very nice AU‐‐‐$75
NORWICH
28
1792 Arms// Shopfront in a circle. Usual weak obv. EF/UNC $55.
SHROPSHIRE
COALBROOK DALE 10
1792 Ironbridge, Severn Trow//Inclined plane. Nice AU $110
COALBROOK DALE 11
1792 As the last, this one RR variety, net GVF‐EF, $165.
SHREWSBURY
25d 1794 A Wool Pack//Arms. Part red, UNC $125.
SOMERSETSHIRE
BATH
34
1794 Arms of Bath//Woman,, boy, key Lustrous UNC $145.
BATH
36e
ND John Howard//Woman, boy, key—decent strike, UNC $110.
BATH
50c 1794 A Camel//India House. Red in devices, nice UNC $145.
BRISTOL
89b 1793 Church Spire//India Tea Warehouse. RR, rusty dies, AU $150.
SUFFOLK
IPSWICH penny
10
1795 Cardinal Wolsey//Wolsey Gate. One of a handful made
bronzed and designated as a proof. RARE THUS‐This a gem, and certainly prooflike‐‐‐‐‐$495.
IPSWICH penny
12
1797 Ancient gateway//JMC cypher. Ch bronzed UNC $250.
BURY halfpenny
29
ND Ancient Gate//a Book. Tad weak on gate, UNC $135.
SUSSEX
BATTLE
1
1796 Ruins of Battle Abbey//Battle ½ d. I have had a few of
these, most with stains, etc, this one 100% RED and original, astounding!! RARE, $525.
CHICHESTER
15
1794 Elizabeth I/Town cross. Unbroken die!! Luster UNC $135
EASTBOURNE
21
1796 Fisher’s Library/Eastbourne &c. Choice AU $85
WARWICKSHIRE
WORKHOUSE
1
1788 Woman,, boy alms//Cypher. 2s, 6d, nice gilt AU $185.
BIRMINGHAM shilling 4
ND Bust of Admiral Nelson// 1 (shilling). This piece is at
farthing size, is brown and full luster with NO problems, wonderful, very RARE UNC $450.
BIRMINGHAM penny
35
1789 Society for free debate//to raise genius—GVF/AVF, $145
BIRMINGHAM penny
37
ND Fasces///Union Mill 1365. VF+, unmarked, $125
BIRMINGHAM ½ D
50
1793 Boy with tools//Arms, Hedgehogs. Nice EF $45.
MINING & COPPER
88
1792 /Woman, fasces//Stork. Brown, luster AU+++$135.
BISSET’S
120
ND Interior of temple//Ornaments. Nice luster UNC $125
HALLAN’S
133 1795 Bust Hallan//Bust Garrick. Prooflike UNC, RARE $225.
COVENTRY
237 1792 Lady Godiva//Elephant & Castle. Large Flan, AU $95.
WILKINSON
432 1791 Bust Wilkinson//Vulcan at Forge. Rev R&B, UNC $155.

WORCESTERSHIRE
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WORCESTER PENNY
1
ND Dove on a lyre//Cypher. Obv full red, rev brown UNC $495
DUDLEY penny
3
ND Ruins of Dudley Priory//Cypher. Gemmy UNC $475.
DUDLEY penny
4
ND Ruined Chapel//Cypher. Another gemmy UNC $475
DUDLEY penny
5
1797 Ruined Tower//Cypher. Full luster, Gemmy UNC $525.
DUDLEY ½ d,
7
1790 Dudley Castle//Shepherd reclining. PL luster, UNC $145
KIDDERMINSTER
26a 1791 Arms//David Garrick. Luster, a Choice R&B UNC $235.
WORCESTER
42
1788 George III//Musical instruments. Fully silvered UNC $125
YORKSHIRE
FOUNTAIN’S ABBEY
2.
ND View of the Abbey//JK cypher. Super surfaces, nice
luster‐‐strike just a tad light on some high points, a very hard to locate token. RARE‐‐‐$750.
ANGLESEY, CARMARTHEN
ANGLESEY PENNY
47
1787 Druid/Cypher. Glossy lacquered AU‐UNC $95
ANGLESEY PENNY
51
1787 Druid//Cypher. Some luster, brown UNC $175.
ANGLESEY ½ d
268 1787 Druid//Cypher. The only pattern halfpenny dated 1787,
by Westwood, UNC‐‐‐semi prooflike, choice surfaces, and quite RARE. $650.
ANGLESEY ½ d
387 1791 Druid/Cypher. Boulton issue, proof. Lustrous UNC $375.
CARMARTHEN
5
1792 Interior of iron works// Forge. Usual flat strike, VF+/AEF $145
SCOTLAND
ANGUSSHIRE
7
ND Die trial for a shilling, bust of Wallace//female mourning. No
legends, issued by Fullerton. As often seen, die crack on rev. Bronzed, full luster $375.
DUNDEE
10
1795 Ancient Tower//Ship at quay. Bronzed, fully UNC $245.
CROOM’S
12
ND Arms//Crooms legend. Bronzed Proof, handled, $65.
DUNDEE
16
1794 Infirmary building//Ship at Quay. Luster, UNC $225.
DUNDEE
17
1797 View of Town Hall//Glass Manufactory. Handled UNC $225.
DUNDEE
21
1797 Church//Cow Gate Port. 1spot, but all fading red, UNC $150
DUNDEE
39
ND Scales//Armed sentinel. IMCo farthing. R&B UNC $145.
FIFESHIRE
2
1797 Cypher, carboy//Burntisland vitriol. Nice EF $75.
INVERNESS
2a
1794 Rose and Thistle//Cornucopia. Some fading red, UNC $145
LANARKSHIRE
9
1795 River God//Arms of Glasgow. Luster, a brown UNC $125
LOTHIAN
2
1796 Arms//a Buck’s Head. Very close to UNC, very nice AU $65/
LOTHIAN
7
1797 Edinburgh new University//Gardener, spade. Luster, UNC $135
LOTHIAN
10
1796 Arms//Archibald’s sells seeds, etc. Red in devices, AU $125.
LOTHIAN
14a 1796 Turk smoking a pipe/ Campbell’s, snuff jar. Choice UNC $155.
LOTHIAN
24
1790 St. Andrew, Cross/Arms of Edinburgh. 30% red UNC $175.
IRELAND
MUNSTER
1a
ND King of Munster//a Wheat Sheaf. GVF and nice $55.
DUBLIN
1
1797 Penny food ticket, Seldom this nice GVF RARE, $165.
CAMAC &C
228 1792 Hibernia, Harp/Bust Shakespeare. Abt as made EF $55
KINGS ISLAND
1
1802 Arms, supporters//Payable at Tullemore. This is a bronzed
proof, sharp, 13 pence‐‐ no problems, Obv brown, rev. fading red. Proof UNC $1200.
Thanks for looking, folks!!

17th CENTURY TOKENS
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Bedfordshire
W89 Isaac Shepherd//in Sheford. Porosity, VG‐F. 1664. $28.
Berkshire
W52 Borrovgh of Newbry//in Covnty of Berks. (Castle). Fine, $35.
Dorsetshire
W91 A farthing of Lyme Regis//The armes of Lyme (arms). 1669.
On token, Lyme Regis noted as Lyme RS. Decent Fine, $42.
Kent
W389 Richard Walker//of Maidston, Grocer. (Grocer’s Arms). 1658 GF $85.
Lincolnshire
W122 Richard Cater//In Horn Castell. (Tallow Chandler’s Arms). Nice F, $90
London
W2467 The Castle Tavern (city gate)//in Clement’s Churchyard. There is a
Reference in Pepys books, visited here in 1667. RARE indeed, Fine, roughness $110.
Northants
W104 Peterborovgh halfpenny to be chainged by the town Bailife, 1670,
Reverse, crossed swords, Fleur de lis. Octagonal shape. AVF, nice piece $85.
Suffolk
W97 George Crisp (An anchor)//In Clare, 1656. Nice, GVF $135.
Suffolk
W224 Villa Lowestoff Suffolk//A Lowestoff Farthing. (City arms). Fine, $42.
Suffolk
W361 Henry Stebbuing//of Woodbridge, Grocer. (A bird). 1656. Fine $75.
Worcestershire W43 The Bvrrow of Evesham//for necessary exchange. (Arms) GVG $38.
Worcestershire W82 Iohn Richardson//Ovld Swinford. ½ d. 1669, Fine, nice $95.
Yorkshire
W129 Ihon Wighton of Houlden//his half penny. 1668. (3 moles) GF $120.
This token better than that on obverse, even has luster.
Wales
W57 Edward Williams, 1d (a penny token), Grocer in Movld. Fine, and
Very rare, 1666. Tokens from Wales and Ireland nearly always rare. $170. Nice!!
Uncertain
W72 The Farthing of a merchant//(a hanging fleece), //the Staple of
England. This piece a decent fine, no merchant, no location, in the book‐‐‐Now just $35.
TH
19 CENTURY TOKENS
Yorkshire, Doncaster W720. 1812/ Female standing, sword, scales, goods. GVF $40.
LONDON
W837 ND Bust of Robert Warren//A bottle of his Liquid Blacking. He had
a shop on the Strand in 1822. I think this is the first super UNC I have ever seen. $220.
Yorks, Sheffield W1070
1812 George III//Female, shield, trident. The strike not
Wonderful on the legends, “Sheffield” barely seen, “penny missing on the rev. AVF $20.
Worcester
W1270. Worcester city and county (Arms), Halfpenny. EF, $35.
Yorkshire Hull
W1320 View of Hull lead works//Penny &c, marks both sides, VF, $35.
Phoenix
W1610 ND. A Phoenix in a wreath//Value. Struck over a Patent Sheathing
Token, Scarce, VF $55.
Not Local
W1618, ND, a Ship//Value. Super surfaces, RARE, and GVF $85.
Dublin, Stephens W1837 1813 A Cock//James St. Dublin. GVG, all there $20.
Ireland, Wellington W1858, 1814 Bust of Wellington//Stephens, Harp RARE, AEF $65
Ireland, Wellington W1863, 1814 Bust of Wellington//E. Stephens, Harp. GVF, nice $75.
A few miscellaneous tokens‐‐‐‐‐‐
19TH CENTURY Silver Tokens‐‐‐‐
Somerset, Bristol Dalton 26. 1811 Arms of Bristol//One shilling, Garratt, &c. This with nice
luster, bright, with just a tad of wear EF or better, $85.
Norfolk, Yarmouth Dalton 15. 1811 Arms of Yarmouth J. Hunton’s shilling. VF, nice $65.
Medieval English Jeton, 16th Century, Crown///Rose. Very nice VF, little color, $95.

UNOFFICIAL FARTHINGS
PAGE NINE‐‐‐‐
UF 2680
London
Hand and Pen, Lewis writing expert. Holborn. AEF, nice $35.
UF 2870
London
A Balloon//Isaac Sparrow’s Leather Sauce. VF, $35.
UF 2990
London
Wm Webster, 7 Great Russell St. //Dealer in Coins, &c. Brass, AU $45.
UF 3850
Norfolk
Chamberlain’s drapers//Arms of Norfolk. AU, nice $28.
UF 5400
Belfast
Farrar and Taggart, Silk Mercers. VF, very nice $45.
UF 5540
Belfast
McKenzie and Mullen, Drapers. (A shamrock). VF $25.
UF 5600
Carrickfergus. Cunningham &co, Tea, wine, spirit merchant. EF luster $95.
UF5640
Coleraine Robert Small, merchant, Church street. AEF, really nice $85
UF5660
Cork
Arnett & Co, Silk Mercer’s &c, (bust Victoria), GVF $25.
UF 5840
Dublin
Large building—Andrews and Co, Tea‐‐‐No date, but it has been said
By Stuart Adams they were there in 1834. Tad red color, no wear EF super $150.
UF 6220
Dublin
Scott Bell and Co, an oval o in Co,. –draper, hosier. VF $35.
UF 6350
Dublin
Webb & Co, Drapers, Corn Market. (Victoria obv) AEF, super $85.
UF6670
Monaghan F. Adams, wreath reverse. AEF, $85. Lists 60 pounds.
UF 6740
Skibbereen George James Lewis, general merchant. GVF $75
UF7195
Edinburgh, Scotland. Melrose and Co, teas. Salt cellar, brandy bottle. VF $35.
BOOKS‐‐‐‐
As you might suspect, I will start off with the 2015‐2016 printing of Dalton & Hamer’s
“Provisional token coinage of the 18th Century”, also known as Conder Tokens. Yes, there are
still some left, I ordered the printing to leave me enough to last a while.
The book is hardbound, with token photos on the cover, over 20 pages of information on how
to use the book, a map, a listing that leads you to the token in your hand without much of a
search, and a 47 page addenda with new finds gleaned over the last few years by Davidson,
Whitmore, and yours truly. This new edition is, with post, $135. To buy it, send that amount
to Bill McKivor, PO Box 46135, Seattle, WA 98146. Note: I no longer take Pay Pal.
I really must get a bibliography of the books needed to collect, and a note as to why
they are needed. A good reference brings much knowledge as well as enjoyment, and there
are quite a few books that would look good on your shelf, if you would take them down and
use them. I will work on that in the coming weeks, and offer it to you now, just send me an e‐
mail with your address (I lost many of them with the computer crash), and I will just send it to
you when it is done. Your E‐mail to copperman@thecoppercorner.com will do it.
I have room for one more book, but will tell you that I love it, and would keep it and study it if I
lived in New England‐‐‐‐‐as I do not, I will offer it to someone who does live there and likes to
wander about the land‐‐‐the book is entitled “The Turnpikes of New England”‐‐‐450 pages of
information about all NE states and their turnpikes, most of them toll roads, as the year is
1917. The car is just becoming something that people bought occasionally, ‐‐‐‐a few years
earlier the roads were not for cars at all, and the car itself was not very reliable. By 1917 there
were some good ones on the road.. This huge book is full of photos, lots of information, maps,
and just hours of good reading. Written and edited by Frederick J Wood, and covers all states
in that corner of the USA, book not printed until 1919. Original, used, but decent, $50 W/post.

PAGE TEN
Thomas Fisher, Twopence‐‐‐1735. Bird with a worm, //Promise to pay two pence‐‐‐‐These a
bit erratically struck, this one has the bird with the worm, some do not have the latter, and the
center of the reverse has a metal fault as usual. For this issue, a nice VF. Ex. Dr. Richard Doty,
who paid $265, a decent price for 2019, for sure, so that is it, $265. A nice example of an early
18th Century token.
Medal, the Worshipful Company of Haberdashers‐‐‐copper, 38mm—With the arms of the
company on the obverse, the reverse an award medal for July 1, 1892, named to J. M.
McPherson, for excellence in mathematics. A student at Aske’s Hatcham’s School. AU $45.
Deanston, Scotland. The Adelphi Cotton works, (woolpack) counterstamp on a counterfeit
George III halfpence. This was Lot 325 at the sale of Norman Brodie, and is also ex Dennis
Vorley. I paid well more than my asking price now, as a few more examples have surfaced,
thus this nice GVF piece available for $295.
England‐‐‐‐The first flight of the British Comet from London to Melbourne, Australia—October
19‐22 1934. Aluminum, 38mm. Quite RARE, made in 1935, the obverse with a view of the
plane, the reverse with the legend, “exhibited at Lewis’s 1935” In 1934 it was quite a distance
for any plane to travel. Small piece of history, EF easily and bright, $95.
Boyd’s Battery‐‐‐a Quack medical device, if you wore it the cure for everything from cancer to
hangnails was yours. A 31mm round device, with little pieces of round metal of different types
in the center, this item was made in both the US and in England. This one made in London, and
dated 1876. It is as made, and it says something about the belief system in 1876. Price $135.
Germany‐‐‐‐a “Shame Thaler” by Laur. 38mm SILVER, it shows a French Soldier abusing a nude
German woman///reverse, a broken sword. (1923). This was what was supposedly done
during the 1st World War, another test on the belief system‐‐‐EF+, rare in silver, $110.
WWII‐‐‐The cruiser Admiral Hipper‐‐‐Germany, 3 silver plated brass AU+ Kanteen Tokens, for
5, 20, and 100 marks.16, 20, &29mm. Rather rare, especially the 5 mark piece, they are
offered individually and as a set‐‐‐5 marks,$125. 20 marks $135, 100 marks, $155. All $350.
Canada‐‐‐‐‐Halifax Ferry Token‐‐‐19mm, R&B and as new. Ship obverse. Luster AU++, $45.
Canada—1850’s Bank piece, this a penny token blank, with the obverse and reverse of the
halfpenny struck, with NO legends. Had to be done on purpose. Each side with a large area of
flan not used, perfectly centered on both sides. St George, Dragon obv., rev. with the crown,
scepter and anchor but no legends or ribbons for it. No tooling or playing around with it
showing at all, my take is that it was made this way. Pocket piece, I think, F‐VF $275.
USA Fort McKinley (in the Philippines)‐‐‐this counterstamped, with the denomination “10” in
the center of a 1906 Hong Kong penny. Host Good at best, counterstamp GVF. Fort McKinley
has known struck tokens for it, this preceded those by some years, and is very rare. $250.
Alaska token, Seward. Obverse of this halfpenny size token, A view of Seward, Alaska, legend
“Native Copper”. Reverse, Northern—GF 12 ½ C in trade. Round, GVF and nice $65.
1853‐‐‐View of the New York Crystal Palace. Reverse a man in a buggy being pulled by dogs‐‐‐
legend H. B. West’s famous trained dogs—Trey and Troy. 28mm brass, EF‐AU $85.
Indian Territory (Oklahoma), This token from (1870‐95), a token in brass, 21mm‐‐‐obverse,
Eagle, drum, flags//rev, Dunlap and Florer, Osage Indian Traders. $1.00. RARE, now $170.

The Fun Stuff‐‐‐‐continued
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Feuchtwanger’s Composition, an 1837 penny‐‐‐an Eagle and snake on the obverse, the
reverse with the value of one cent. This one GF‐AVF, nice shape, and yours for $225.
Colorado Dollar, 1933, type IV. In 1933, the state of Colorado exhibited at the worlds fair in
Chicago, and made some dollar size silver to promote the state and sell souvenirs at the fair.
All of the types, 1‐3—were made with incuse lettering, but the type 4, this one, was struck. It
has a mill and mining scene on the obverse, legend “Use Silver to Restore Prosperity”, Century
of Progress world’s fair, 1933. Quite appropriate as the USA was by this year deep into the
depression. The reverse with symbols of mountains, mines, all seeing eye, and “One Ounce
Pure Silver, Colorado. Very handsome piece, with nice scenes. UNC, pretty, $455.
Battle of Jutland, May 31, 1916. A 45mm WM medal, struck in the memory of those who fell
that day. The obverse with flags, and a trident. Reverse, a wreath, “The German Fleet
Attacked” &c, and under Admiral Sir John Jellicoe, &c‐‐‐All bright, AU piece $95.
Battles of Helgoland and Doggersbank‐‐‐ The obverse of this 45mm WM medal, A toned EF+,
is pictured the sinking of the Mainz, 1914, and the Blucher, 1915. These 2 battles commanded
by Vice Admiral Beatty. Listed are the 35 or so ships in the battle, and a list of the German
ships destroyed. Fairly rare these days, this medal toned AEF, price $125.
A Box Coin‐‐‐‐George III twopence, 1797. This cut down to penny size, and the coin cut in half
lengthwise, with a band of white medal around. Excellent workmanship. The side of the band
opens to leave a place in which to place whatever you wish. Coin GF, rest EF, $265.
US NAVY‐‐‐‐As a Navy man or woman can tell you, when they are in a ship and cross the
equator they are automatically in the “Shellback Club”. There is a coin, made for use in the
early part of the 20th Century and I think, up to 1950 or so. Major ships had a coin made just
for them, with the name of the ship, and a place for the name of the recipient, making them a
member of the club and “initiated into the mysteries of the realm of the Raging Main”.
Smaller ships did not have a coin with the name of the ship, but a generic one that still had
their initiation and their name. This piece is one of those, 29mm, copper, with much original
red color, a Warship on the obverse, Neptune in the sea with his trident‐‐‐the Reverse with a
place for the name of the recipient and information about the “Club”. These are rarely found, I
have owned several from various ships that I bought in one collection years ago, this is the
only one I have owned that is generic. Thus, much cheaper than the others. UNC, nice $75.
NEW ZEALAND pennies. First one around 1850‐‐‐Obv, a Maori warrior, Kiwi, palm tree,
Reverse, “Milner and Thompson’ Music store‐‐‐VF+ $75. Second penny, 1874, mining scene,
mill, headframe—reverse, issued by George McCall, Grahamstown. GF‐VF, nice $75.
Famous men of France‐‐‐‐Montyon and Benjamin Franklin‐‐‐the two busts on one medal,
which is a 41mm bronze piece by Barre, manufactured in 1833, the medal essentially as new.
This medal part of a series of famous men of France, (Franklin is so considered!!), for their
ingenuity , invention, and usefulness to society. Very strong portraits, no wear, $135.
France‐‐‐‐‐50th Anniversary (1837‐1887) of the French railway system. An award medal, it is
named on the reverse to “Le Voltair”, with the obverse with a super high relief of a train
engine of the era, under way. A really super view of the train engine, with no other items to
distract, one of the best medals of type I have seen. Copper, full color no marks, UNC $155.

TERMS OF SALE
The Conder Token Collector’s Club invites you to join‐‐‐‐Three or more Journals
professionally produced, articles, and ads. $25 or $30 per year. Contact me if interested.
Abbreviations and Grading
The English grading system is used on all tokens, but the grading abbreviations are USA. A British EF is an
American AU, and can be a token with slight rub, or as good as MS62. SCR=scratch. Hfs, holed for suspension.
Rm= Rim nick. UNC, no wear. AU—tad rub. EF, light circulation over all. VF Very fine. F=fine. VG=Very good,
G=good. A GVF= Good Very fine, and is better than a VF but not as good as an EF.
All tokens guaranteed genuine, and descriptions correct. Tokens may be returned within 30 days of receipt for
any reason, and refunds will be prompt. All coins and tokens guaranteed genuine for life. Your satisfaction is
far more important than a sale. No discounts are given for the first 30 days of the sale.
All orders will be shipped upon receipt of payment to Bill McKivor in US funds. Please do not mail cash.
Shipping charges‐‐‐$7 minimum. $15 for not signed for orders to $500 value. Signed for, $500+, $18. Over
$600 in value will be sent Registered, $18 plus insurance, thus $20 and UP.
Foreign orders now $30 minimum. Book shipping prices, by weight and volume if out of the USA.

ORDERING
Please give the list #, the MAJOR HEADING, minor heading, D&H number, and price when
ordering‐‐‐‐ if by mail, send to Bill McKivor, PO Box 46135, Seattle, WA 98146.
By Phone‐‐‐‐(206) 244 8345 10AM‐9PM Pacific Coast Time.
By E‐mail, to copperman@thecoppercorner.com. This method preferred.

THE COPPER CORNER
PO BOX 46135
SEATTLE, WA 98146

